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ABSTRACT 

 

David Harnish, Advisor 

 While the Maltese song duel, spirtu pront (“quick wit” ), has been researched, it 

has not been explored extensively, partially because the island of Malta is often 

overlooked in scholarship in favor of the countries and nations surrounding the 

Mediterranean Sea. Song duels are a form of musical improvisation that can be found in 

various cultures around the world. Spirtu pront is a unique type of dueling that serves a 

greater purpose than to provide a winner or a loser. Rather, it is an important form of 

socialization for Maltese men.  

In this thesis I explore how spirtu pront uses conflict as a positive resource in 

Maltese society. Specifically, I examine the complex rules of the duel alongside the 

unspoken social expectations of men in Malta.  

After being introduced to the concept of spirtu pront by a family member, I 

studied the research of my predecessors and utilized modern media including online 

journals, recorded radio, sound files, and videos. During this process I discovered what I 

consider to be the most prominent and initially confusing trait of the duel that extends to 

many other aspects within the country: duality. For every European influence in Malta, 

there appears to be an Arab counterpart (and vice versa); these two streams of influence 

somehow mesh, rather than clash, with one another. In addition to exploring duality, I 

examined the duel as a ritual process navigating the negotiations of gender and sexuality.  

I found that duality in the language and music serves as a positive example of 

subtly conflicting ideas working together. Also, the use of insults bandied back and forth 
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has a positive function, serving as a form of socialization, expression of manliness, and 

maintenance of tradition. Spirtu pront, I discovered, provides the framework for 

socialization among Maltese men and is laden with many rules that keep arguments from 

becoming “real” and escalating. Socialization also ensures that the end of the duel brings 

about a positive resolution, which is proven when the duelers shake hands and remind 

everyone present that no harm was meant. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 

Platters with crumbs and discarded remains of appetizers clatter against empty 

beer bottles as the bartender sweeps them away during an instrumental interlude. The air 

is ripe with nicotine and sweat, and the mouths expelling the fumes are open in loud 

chatter, releasing thoughts held in or simply unheard during stanzas of even louder 

singing. The lead guitarist ends his improvisational solo and, though the noise remains 

present, the volume decreases respectfully as one of the standing men opens his mouth 

and sings, piecing together a stanza. As he sings, he considers the established topic, the 

stanzas sung before his, the rhyme scheme and syllabic patterns, his fellow singers and 

their audience, and the many strict rules he is obliged to follow, emitting his finely 

crafted invective in a tight, loud voice that overflows the confining walls of the bar. The 

men next to him listen thoughtfully, mentally forming and revising responses. 

Respectfully, no applause follows his last word; instead curious faces turn to his 

opponent, anticipating the response they can see flickering in his eyes and tugging at the 

corner of his mouth. 

On the Mediterranean island of Malta, this scenario is archetypal among working 

class men who continue a tradition of folk music that favors wit over musicality – the 

song duel. It is a practice that is found in various places of the world, including, for 

example, Brazil,1 and among the Eskimos of the Central Arctic.2 A tradition similar to 

                                                 
1 See for example: Elizabeth Travassos, “Ethics in the Sung Duels of North-Eastern 
Brazil: Collective Memory and Contemporary Practice,”  in British Journal of 
Ethnomusicology 9, no. 1, British Forum for Ethnomusicology (2000): 61-94. 
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spirtu pront can be found among the Basque in a region including northeastern Spain and 

southwestern France, spreading over the Pyrenées Mountains. This improvised sung 

poetry is called bertsolaritza and dates back to at least the 15th century. One who partakes 

in bertsolaritza is called a bertsolari, which translates literally as “verse-maker”  or 

“maker of verses.”  Considered a sport, bertsolaritza has competitions that culminate in a 

championship. Bertsolaritza usually consists of two or more improvisers and a “game 

leader.”  The game leader will announce the theme and rhythm to be followed, while the 

bertsolari chooses a suitable melody (usually from a body of familiar traditional tunes), 

develops proper rhymes and elaborates the content of their bertso (verse). The 

competitions consist of games and exercises to challenge the competitors’  

improvisational skills (Mouillot 2009). While there are many similarities and differences 

between bertsolaritza and spirtu pront, perhaps the biggest difference a Maltese singer 

will note is that in spirtu pront, one is not given a subject, a verse, or words to inspire 

verses. To do so would be to make a parody of the practice, as occurred during village 

festas for a time due to eager, unknowledgeable folklorists. 

The aşık (Arabic for “ lover” ) is a Turkish wandering minstrel who also engages in 

song duels. He accompanies himself on the saz, a long-necked plucked lute. One aşık 

may compete against another in a duel of epic poetry. Each man accompanying himself, 

they will “employ their skills to challenge one another’s knowledge of religions, 

geography, literature, local or national history, recurrent societal problems, and important 

national events”  (Tansuğ 1994-1995, 229). Part of the competition is to see who can 

                                                                                                                                                 
2 See also: Penelope Eckett and Russel Newmark, “Central Eskimo Song Duels: A 
Contextual Analysis of Ritual Ambiguity,”  in Ethnology 19, no. 2, University of 
Pittsburgh (April 1980): 191-211. 
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compose the most beautiful and complex verses. The more respected or expert poet will 

begin by telling a rhyme and the duel continues until one of the aşıks is unable to 

compose an appropriate quatrain to the rhyme (Ustertuna 2010). This form of musical 

sparring is similar to spirtu pront in that both forms challenge the opponents on any of a 

wide range of topics and respect is granted to the man who improvises the best. While 

aşıks value beauty and complexity in their verses, Maltese competitors appreciate wit and 

creativity.  

In Malta, the song duel is part of a genre of folk singing called għana 

(pronounced aana),3 which is divided into three sub-genres: la bormliza, tal-fatt, and 

spirtu pront. The latter of the three is the song dueling tradition. In Maltese, spirtu pront 

translates literally as “quick spirit”  or “quick witted,”  which is an apt description for a 

song duel that relies on the quick wit of opponents to continue moving forward. The 

contest develops around a series of improvised arguments following a strict rhyming 

scheme, performed by two to six għannejja (“singers,”  pronounced aaneyia) that are 

squared off in opposing pairs and accompanied by two to three guitars; four-man duels 

are considered the ideal. Singing in teams sets spirtu pront apart from most other song 

duels in the world, marking it as a trait unique to Maltese culture. Although the Republic 

of Malta is a bilingual country (English being the second language), the għannejja 

usually sing in Maltese, reserving performances in English for when one għannej 

(pronounced anney)4 wishes to mark his opponent as an “outsider”  (Fsadni 1993).5 I 

                                                 
3 The gh is silent in Maltese. 
4 Pronunciations from Ciantar 2000. 
5 Ethnomusicologist Simone Mongelli writes fondly about being acknowledged directly 
and linguistically by some ghannejja: “On my way back to Italy I was accompanied by 
the words the ghannejja improvised in a ‘spirtu pront’ at my farewell party, one of them 
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argue that despite displaying the trappings of interpersonal conflict, song duels are 

productive and integral components of Maltese society. 

This thesis discusses the song dueling tradition spirtu pront that has a positive 

resolution. My interest of the subject developed through an off-handed comment my 

British uncle made in 2008 regarding his latest visit to Malta with his wife, a Maltese 

woman named Iris. He had not been impressed with a certain style of singing he had 

heard and, knowing my interest in music, expressed to me how shockingly terrible it had 

been. Iris was quick to thump him on the shoulder and explain the virtues of spirtu pront, 

teaching me how to pronounce its name properly and explaining what it meant. From that 

point forward, I began curiously studying the song duel and Maltese culture to the best of 

my ability, without having the luxury of visiting the island.  

My method for exploring this topic was to utilize every book and article I could 

find written on the subject. I ran into a few language barriers along the way and had to 

make do with what I can read at the present time. Since resources on spirtu pront are 

limited, I broadened my research to include Malta’s history, religion, and culture. 

Through studies on the various military occupations of the island, the drinking culture, 

and the country’s religious background, I was able to weave the context in which spirtu 

pront resides.   

                                                                                                                                                 
singing two stanzas in Italian: I had to promise Malta that I would soon return!”  
(Mongelli 2010). In this case, the għannejja acknowledge Mongelli’s cultural heritage by 
singing the stanza in Italian rather than the traditional Maltese.  
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The Anatomy of Spirtu Pront 

There are a number of strict stylistic and social rules that must be followed in a 

performance of spirtu pront, making this form of dueling extremely complex and 

requiring the għanejja to maintain civility while creatively inventing witty arguments. 

Public insults, for instance, are avoided for fear of sparking a vendetta between families. 

Singers use double or even triple entendres to subtly give the illusion of insulting one 

another in this game of one-upmanship. Performing spirtu pront is thus viewed as a mark 

of bravery, for the men appear to be arguing and insulting one another publicly. Of 

course, it is not an actual argument and the insults are craftily worded as compliments. 

For example, after singing that he would “have a few words”  with an opposing għannej’ s 

mother, one man sang the following (English translation by Robert Iolini):  

Just think of it when you're singing with her 
Because I'm watching you 
If you get offended 
Then you can pay since you're such a gentleman (Iolini 2006)6 
 

Teasing another għannej with a double entendre about his mother (the “her”  in the first 

line),7 he is insulting the other man by saying he can pay his own prostitute mother since 

he is such a “gentleman.”  A certain level of caution remains; an inappropriate remark can 

lead to a real argument (Herndon and McLeod 1980: 154), which is, unfortunately, not 

uncommon. The police force in Malta views the common għana locales to be “an ever 

present threat to the peace”  (McLeod and Herndon 1975: 86). 

                                                 
6 See the appendix for more of the transcription, page 42. 
7 Due to gender role etiquette among the Maltese, a woman who sings spirtu pront is 
regarded as a prostitute. The line in the preceding stanza, “Just think of it when you’ re 
singing with her,”  is one għannej’s way of saying his opponent’s mother is a prostitute. 
This is similar to the Yo’ Momma jokes in the Dozens and rap/hip-hop culture.  
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Along with this rule of civility comes a wide range of performance contexts, 

varying from absolutely no risk to very high risk. Applying an etic categorization, I assert 

that there are two types of performances: public and private. The public performances, 

considered to be the most risky, include the serata, an advertised and paid event, and 

festas, or feasts. Sessions of spirtu pront that take place at the front of a bar or wine club 

are also considered very risky, as there are many eyes and ears focused on the għannejja. 

More private settings are referred to as “ in the quiet.”  These spaces include private homes 

and the back or above-the-bar areas of clubs and bars. Sessions “ in the quiet”  are much 

less risky as singers have the opportunity to experiment with their singing and encourage 

one another.  

Each of these spaces has its own atmosphere and ritualistic expectations. For 

example, in a highly public performance such as serata, the singers utilize subjects that 

are relevant to the present audience and engage in insult fights. This is a high-risk 

performance because of the risk of vendetta, so insults are carefully worded as allusions, 

making them appear to be invective when they really are not. Arguments are finished 

through the kadenza, the final stage of the duel, which is used to remind everyone present 

that the conflict was only a joke and not meant to be taken seriously. The longer the 

kadenza, the more respected the għannej. When finished, the għannejja shake hands as 

another reminder that the argument was in good fun.8 

 The other public performance venue is the festa, or “ feast.”  Sometime prior to 

Herndon and McLeod’s ethnography (published in 1980), upper-class folklorists would 

arrange contests of spirtu pront in Buskett, which is the only wooded part of the island, 

                                                 
8 See the Appendix, page 43 for an example of a kadenza. 
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located on the west side.9 Due to their class difference, they were unaware of all of the 

proper rules of spirtu pront, which stays largely within the middle class (Ciantar 2000), 

and would unknowingly arrange odd parodies of the form. For example, a singer would 

draw from a hat a slip of paper containing a full sentence that was to be his subject; he 

was required to repeat this given subject as the first line of each verse he sang. This is 

considered to be a bad mistake in all other contexts of spirtu pront. “Judges,”  Herndon 

and McLeod write, “were upper-class professional people and folklorists who knew 

nothing of the ‘ real’  rules of singing”  (1980: 158). While Herndon and McLeod were in 

Malta, għannejja were attempting to put a halt to these parodies. Eventually the singers 

managed to convince the ruling Labour government to stop the display and have since 

replaced it at festas with proper għana (Ibid.: 158). Festas are still held all over the island 

and spirtu pront can be found at any of them. The opposing singers will stand at opposite 

ends of a village, and the dilettanti (admirers) will travel between them, informing one 

singer of what the other has sung about him. In this type of performance, the singers can 

afford to become sloppy since there is less risk of fights due to the distance between each 

other.  

 A social rule that is rather strictly adhered to is the role of genders. Men and 

women both have important, though different, roles in the island’s social structure. One 

of the duties of men is to socialize daily with one another (Mitchell and Armstrong 2005: 

186). Failure to do so can be insulting and lead to questions of one’s sexuality. Spirtu 

pront is an excellent source of socialization, from its distinctly masculine quality and 

performance location to its very nature. Typically sung in bars or clubs, spirtu pront is 

                                                 
9 See Figure 1, page 37.  
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performed in a space that women in Malta do not frequent unless accompanying other 

men. Further, the subject matters, allusions, and double entendres can be sensitive, even a 

little off-putting, for the men when women are listening. Women do not publicly partake 

in spirtu pront for fear of being labeled a prostitute, but they are capable of teaching it to 

their sons who may perform it later (Jones 2001: 436); thus, the masculine pastime is, in 

some cases, continued by the women who do not outwardly participate. Ranier Fsadni, a 

social anthropologist at the Mediterranean Institute of the University of Malta, explains in 

his article, “The Wounding Song: Honour, Politics, and Rhetoric in Maltese Għana,”  that 

spirtu pront “ [reifies] traditional Mediterranean gender roles. Only men are għannejja 

because it is men who are concerned with innovation and readiness to act…and not 

women who are associated with listening and maintenance of tradition”  (Fsadni 1993). 

 More public displays offer less of a means to go through the complete ritual of 

spirtu pront than a private session might offer. The more favored form of spirtu pront is 

generally referred to as “ in the quiet.”  Public performances include the danger of 

fighting, compounded by an audience that will try to provoke singers into arguments, 

seeking the thrill of a fight. “ In the quiet”  performances are held in more private settings 

(Herndon and McLeod 1980: 160-161). In an ethnography on spirtu pront, Marcia 

Herndon and Norma McLeod are careful to note that the Maltese to do not differentiate 

between “public”  and “private” ; these are terms applied from the etic perspective. These 

sessions have a more relaxed atmosphere and might take place in a bar (in a private room 

or above the public bar) or in a private home. As long as they are not in front of the 

public bar, the singers do not adhere quite so strictly to the rules. Creativity is allowed to 

blossom in these settings through “galumphing”  (a form of risk-taking by playing with 
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ideas and moving on), guitar solos, and odd pairings of excellent singers against very 

poor. In the private home, the most secretive of quiet performances (when church 

services are in session and they are, according to social rules, not supposed to be 

performing), there is no sense of competition and the singers are able to comment and 

gently critique one another (Herndon and McLeod 1980: 161).  

 Spirtu pront offers a venue for Maltese men to engage in social interaction, thus, 

in one sense, confirming their masculinity. As stated earlier, failure to socialize daily 

lends question to a man’s sexuality. Also, the duel requires a high level of intelligence 

and the ability to think quickly, traits colloquially considered to be masculine. An 

għannej must be able to play with words, creating allusions and double entendres on the 

spot while managing to form proper rhymes, syllabic counts, maintain proper grammar, 

and keep to the improvised subject (Herndon and McLeod 1980: 148-149). The social 

and intellectual value of spirtu pront validates the duel in Maltese society; the process 

also provides a productive learning atmosphere, which is a worthwhile contribution to the 

social order. 

 

Literature Review 

Nestled between Africa, Europe, and the Arab world, Malta is often overlooked 

by scholars in favor of ethnomusicological studies of surrounding regions. There are, 

however, a handful of studies that have been particularly helpful in my own research. I 

began with Marcia Herndon and Norma McLeod’s book The Ethnography of Musical 

Performance (1980), focusing on a chapter dedicated to the very folk tradition I have 

been studying, “The Interrelationship of Style and Occasion in Maltese Spirtu Pront.”  
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Herndon and McLeod outlined the musical form, basic performance and social rules of 

spirtu pront and discussed common dueling venues, both public and private. They used 

spirtu pront as an example to show that music occurs in performance, not just as 

performance, and to determine whether variations within the style are restricted to, or 

even relevant to, specific occasion for performance. The idea of music not being the 

whole of the performance allowed me to view spirtu pront as a very social event from 

early on in my research, and it is on this angle that I crafted my own work.   

Like Herndon and McLeod, Philip Ciantar (2000) outlines the musical form 

performers follow in the duel in his article, “From the Bar to the Stage: Socio-musical 

Processes in the Maltese Spirtu Pront.”  He writes about social and contextual influences 

on spirtu pront, which were pertinent to my argument. This article has been especially 

helpful as an ethnography of the processes of performance. Because it is published in an 

online journal (Journal of Musical Anthropology of the Mediterranean), Ciantar has the 

advantage of embedding audio and video files within the text. The online journal also 

makes it highly accessible, which was particularly helpful for me as I moved from Ohio 

to another state in the midst of my research.  

Another article I was able to access online that provided invaluable research for 

my thesis is Ranier Fsadni’s “The Wounding Song: Honour, Politics, and Rhetoric in 

Maltese Għana” (1993). Fsadni takes an historical approach to spirtu pront, following its 

evolution and discussing the conflict between the desires for għannejja to become 

virtuosos and maintain their honor, yet protect their unity under the scrutiny of the middle 

class to keep from giving the practice a bad name and lower their collective value in 

society. A section of the article entitled “Għana as Ritual”  was particularly important for 
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my research as Fsadni applies Victor Turner’s model of the ritual process to spirtu pront, 

a concept that I delve into in chapter two.  

While studying Turner’s expansion on Arnold Van Gennep’s model of ritual 

processes, I turned to his article “Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites of 

Passage” published in Betwixt & Between: Patterns of Masculine and Feminine 

Initiation, edited by Louise Carus Mahdi, Steven Foster, and Meredith Little (1987). The 

model he and Van Gennep describe illustrates the preliminal, liminal, and postliminal 

stages of ritual. When applied to spirtu pront, I found that the tradition has clearly 

defined preliminal and postlimial stages, with the meat of the duel residing between, in 

the liminal stage. As liminality is somewhat obscure and difficult to define, Turner 

focuses his efforts on expanding upon and clarifying this state of transition.  

ABC Radio National aired a special program on spirtu pront in 2006, produced by 

Robert Iolini. Among the guest speakers on the program are għana aficionado John 

Cassar, musician Joe Galea, and Maltese anthropologist George Misfud-Chircop, who 

provide an emic perspective to the genre. Though the program primarily provides an 

introduction to the world of spirtu pront, it also contains recorded musical examples and, 

most importantly, the voices and opinions of those deeply involved with performances of 

għana, making it a valuable contribution to my research. 
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CHAPTER TWO: DUELING WITHOUT FIGHTING 

 

Rules of Engagement 

 Spirtu pront follows a strict set of rules requiring an għannej to be exceedingly 

clever, witty, and knowledgeable on many subjects. He must also be aware of 

performance location as the rules vary for different settings. Marcia Herndon and Norma 

McLeod list forty-two of the “most commonly mentioned rules of spirtu pront (1980: 

148-151) in “The Interrelationship of Style and Occasion In the Maltese Spirtu Pront.”  

These rules are some of the most basic outlines for performing in a public setting. I will 

describe many, but not all of the rules listed by my predecessors. The information in the 

following paragraphs in this subheading comes from Herndon and McLeod (1980). 

Regarding rhyming techniques in spirtu pront, the end of the fourth line must 

rhyme with the end of the second line, pronunciation of words may not be changed in 

order to make them rhyme, Maltese words should not be rhymed with words in another 

language, and they should rhyme in the dialect taught in schools. Also, it is considered 

improper to employ easily rhymed words.  

The ideal stanza structure is composed of four lines apiece, following an 8-7-8-7 

syllabic pattern.10 While each line should be a single sentence, it is considered acceptable 

for the first two lines to be made into one statement without a pause between them if the 

key the għannejja are singing in is other than Sol (G).11 

                                                 
10 For an example of the syllabic patter, see the Appendix, page 43. 
11 The importance għannejja place on the key of the music is an interesting concept to 
consider for future research. Unfortunately, Herndon and McLeod did not explain the 
significance of singing in the key of Sol (G) and I have been unable to find reference 
elsewhere as of yet.  
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In general, the subject should not be agreed upon before singing. The first few 

verses are used to introduce the subject and they should be developed in pairs, with four 

singers developing two subjects. Two singers may only sing on one subject and that 

subject must be maintained for the duration of the duel.12 If one singer makes an 

allegation, the next is obligated to respond and should stay close to what was previously 

sung. In the ideal four-man duel, one pair may not comment on the subject of the other 

pair of singers. While a duel is in progress, new subjects may not be introduced. 

Grammar during a duel should be correct at all times. One should not mix 

pronouns and facts must be correct. Mistaking factual information is considered a singing 

error. In addition, proverbs must be properly cited and remain unchanged. 

Once a song’s tempo has been established, it should be maintained for the 

duration of the duel. Singing should be precisely on time and should be in the 

countertenor range but never in falsetto. If a man’s natural singing or speaking voice is in 

another range, it is not considered to be good. Melismas may be used only to ornament 

the second line of a verse. Tradition dictates the melodic outline should conform to a 

generally descending melody. The għannejja should be in tune with the harmonic outline 

of the guitars. They should also sing with a tense voice and as loudly as possible.   

It is considered bad form for an għannej to drink too much and then sing. One 

should never become angry while singing, nor should one deliberately sing a funny verse 

or laugh at himself with the intention of disrupting his opponent’s concentration. If one 

                                                 
12 “The subject of the argument may be selected beforehand, but it is usually 'chosen' by 
the singers themselves during the course of the song, somewhere near the beginning. 
They do this by feints, trying to provoke their opponents into taking up an argument or 
subject about which they are more knowledgeable, for once a subject is taken up, it 
cannot be changed without losing face” (Fsadni 1993). This is why għannejja considered 
to be the very best are knowledgeable on a wide range of topics.  
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għannej makes a mistake while singing, one should never mention it directly, using an 

allusion instead (unless the duel is a direct fight with no guitar interludes). One should 

never make a direct insult toward his opponent. Interestingly, a singer may not compose a 

verse then alter it while singing it. Also, if he composes a verse then forgets it just before 

his turn to sing, and instead sings something else, it is considered a very serious mistake. 

These last two rules are particularly fascinating, as no one would know the rules have 

been broken but the one who made the mistake.  

The cadenza, or kadenza, should not begin until the subject has been properly 

developed (for at least half an hour). Usually it will consist of eight rhymed lines, 

following one of two patterns: 1) a b c b d b e b; or 2) a b c b d e f e. On some occasions 

the għannejja may perform a “kadenza feast”  during which one may sing a kadenza for 

as long as he likes and with as many lines as he is able. The purpose of the kadenza is to 

wrap up the subject and maintain good terms with the opponents. A proper kadenza 

makes reference to the fact that the argument was not meant to be serious and that the 

singers were only joking. 

Spirtu pront begins with a guitar prelude and ends with a guitar cadenza. The 

traditional accompaniment consists of one solo guitar and two accompanying guitars. A 

four-phrase guitar interlude with the solo guitar improvising a melodic line should follow 

every singer’s verse. When there are no guitar interludes between verses, this implies the 

singers are fighting seriously.  
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Spirtu Pront as Ritual 

Cultural anthropologist Victor Turner (1920-1983) has explored the idea of ritual 

as a distinct process, expanding on the structure provided by his predecessor, 

ethnographer and folklorist Arnold Van Gennep (1873-1957). “Van Gennep,”  Turner 

writes, “has shown that all rites of transition are marked by three phases: separation, 

margin (or limen), and aggregation”  (Turner 1987: 5). These three stages can also be 

described, perhaps more clearly, as separation (preliminal), transition (liminal), and 

reintegration (postliminal). Turner focuses his studies primarily on the liminal stage, but I 

would like to apply this model to spirtu pront before delving any deeper. I will refer to 

the three-part paradigm as Turner’s model, for sake of clarification, as he expanded upon 

Van Gennep’s work. 

 The first stage Turner describes is one of separation. Ritual begins when an 

individual or a group, using symbolic behavior, signifies detachment from a previous 

social or cultural state of being (Turner 1987: 5). Ranier Fsadni (1993) describes many of 

the ways in which spirtu pront is separated from ordinary social life. If there is a dispute 

between individuals “outside the għana context,”  it is not brought into the performance 

directly, though an oblique remark may be made alluding to the conflict. At times, an 

għannej may have to take a hiatus from dueling (some take a break during their first few 

years of marriage). In this instance, he will cut himself off from the other għannejja for 

that time. Except in situations where they are related by marriage, most għannejja are 

only bound together by għana. This separation from society covers not only the 

għannejja, but it extends over the audience as well. There are unspoken rules that even 

the dilettanti must follow that distance them from normal society. For example, 
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spontaneity, aside from the content of the duel, is frowned upon. Audience members are 

expected to refrain from clapping, as it is a symbol of explicit support for a single 

għannej. Even if an aficionado (listener) is known to support a particular għannej, it is 

considered bad form to clap for him. Laughing, however, is one form of spontaneity that 

is permitted, providing it follows a particularly witty riposte. It is allowed because it 

serves to downplay tension and remind everyone during the duel that the comments are 

joking and not meant to be taken seriously (Fsadni 1993). 

A musical application of Turner’s model classifies the primary stage as the 

introduction of the duel. It is common for għannejja to utilize the introduction of the duel 

to state their location, the names of the performers, and the exact time and date. Fsadni 

writes,  

Stating the names of the singers and the venue and date of the session gives the 
event a cosmic dimension. This is especially so when the date is given, for in 
Maltese the year must be uttered in word and not number form. Thus the singer 
states, say, (if the year were 1989): 'The year is nineteen hundred and eighty-nine, 
the month x, the day y' (instead of 'nineteen eighty-nine ...'). Paradoxically 
therefore, stating the date gives a timeless quality by putting the event on a par 
with other important historical dates (Fsadni 1993).  
 
As Fsadni suggests, this direct acknowledgement of the performers, the setting, 

and the date “gives the event a cosmic dimension,”  which separates the performance from 

everyone and everything else. Following is an excerpt of a spirtu pront introduction 

recorded in Melbourne, Australia.13 Though this excerpt does not mention the date of the 

                                                 
13 Between 1948 and the late 1970s, there was a large migration from Malta to Australia. 
The Maltese immigrants brought spirtu pront to their new home, mainly singing in 
garages. However, young men would often stand on the corner of a street, singing insults 
to other young men from another district. Due to the number of fights that ensued, 
Australia banned spirtu pront from being sung in public for a time. See Iolini (2006) and 
Eve Klein, 2005, “Maltese Australian Għana Performance and Debates of Home,”  in 
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performance, the għannejaj14 do introduce the accompanists, a videographer, and the 

setting, explaining how they came to be performing in that very moment.  

Accompanying us are Toni and Cikku 
Lippu is playing lead guitar 
We have Salvu from Hal Luqa 
Taking video 
 
Tonight we are gathered in Salvu’s garage  
We are recording this video 
And it should turn out OK 
 
Tonight we have met in a small familiar group 
So the audience is not big 
But the singers and the players 
Are top of the range 
 
We have assembled at Salvu from Hal Luqa’s 
Today he has welcomed us into his home 
Because Kalora has come down from Sydney 
So we are going to do this ghana session 

 (Iolini 2006, translated by Robert Iolini) 

 The transitory stage of spirtu pront, as illustrated by Turner’s model, is the duel 

itself. The għannejja, already separated from normal society, now have the freedom to 

not only say or allude to things that would normally be socially unacceptable to mention, 

but also to engage in an activity that is exceedingly risky. Argument, in and of itself, is 

nearly impossible in public because of the possibility of pulling families into “a perpetual 

state of vendetta” ; it is avoided and greatly feared (Herndon and McLeod 1980: 154). 

Thus, the għannejja who perform spirtu pront are regarded as brave men for seemingly 

fighting in public.  

                                                                                                                                                 
Journal of Intercultural Studies 26 (1): 57-73 for more information as the diaspora in 
Australia is beyond the scope of this research.  
14 This għannej is Salvu Galea also known as “ Il-Kalora”  from Sydney, Australia. Still 
performing, he is highly respected and considered one of the best (Iolini 2006). 
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 Being in a liminal state and separated from society, the għannejja are free to 

argue or debate with one another without fear of repercussions. Fsadni writes, “The 

ritualized atmosphere permits both jokes at the other’s expense and highly self-righteous 

language, which in normal social intercourse would not go down very well”  (Fsadni 

1993). This same state of transition that frees the għannejja to behave in a way contrary 

to accepted social standards in Malta also, in a sense, represses the audience who play a 

part in the ritual. As I mentioned earlier, audience members are not permitted to display 

any form of spontaneity other than laughing at a clever retort. Clapping and suggestions 

are not permitted and, should people begin to clap, they are censured immediately; 

suggestions from an aficionado for a rhyme or reply to an għannej may lead to a brawl 

(Fsadni 1993). Of course, I write this from an etic perspective; further study may show 

the aficionados and dilettanti do not feel at all repressed. 

 The content of the duel displays liminality in its themes, language, and use of 

phrases. Though the għannejja strive to sing witty and clever retorts at one another, the 

subject material is often quite serious and dramatic. “ [Themes of spirtu pront] may be 

personal honor, reflections on social values, or political (in the narrow sense of the 

word)”  (Fsadni 1993). The language used is different from everyday speaking. For 

example, when performing spirtu pront, one’s grammar must be correct at all times, 

proverbs cannot be altered in any way, and facts must be correct (Herndon and McLeod 

1980: 149-150). The use of proverbs, as well as “elaborate metaphors and formalistic 

phrases”  (Fsadni 1993), is another example of the transitory stage. In normal society, one 

would not typically speak so ritualistically; such language is part of the transition process 

from being a Maltese man to being an għannej, and it is not possible for the common 
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person. Cleverly retorting with proverbs displays sharp wit and conveys a ritualistic air in 

its distinguishing style of speech that separates the għannejja from the social norm. As 

one għannej explained to Ranier Fsadni (1993), “The għannej has in his mind a certain 

supernatural intelligence…We ourselves don’ t believe that we can do this [sing]….This 

is why the għannej beats the astronaut, the priest, the lawyer, the doctor; because you can 

learn how to become one of these, but you must be born an għannej.”   

 The final stage of Turner’s model focuses on the postliminal reintegration into 

normal society. Musically, this is the kadenza in which the singers will wrap up their 

subject and, most importantly, acknowledge society by reminding everyone that their 

antagonistic comments and allusions were meant to be amusing instead of serious. An 

għannej may alter his language style as he finishes his duel; Fsadni writes (1993), “The 

sanctimonious language tends to fade away or be outrightly reversed during the 

gadenza.” 15 In a sense, it is the għannejja’s return to reality—as they transition back into 

a more normal discourse, respectfully acknowledge each other, renounce insults heaped 

upon their opponent, and may even verbally acknowledge the audience—that concludes 

the reintegration stage of Turner’s three-part ritual process.  

Physically, the duel is concluded symbolically by the shaking of hands. This 

serves as a reminder that the duel was in jest. In a radio broadcast, Anthropologist George 

Misfud-Chircop said:  

One of the gross mistakes foreign scholars have repeatedly done is they have 
ignored the performance aspect of għana. You have to experience the 
performance. A Simple example: the singers themselves, while they make use of 
what we call in Maltese botta e risposta, that is, ‘statement and counter 
statement’ , they would look at one another, they smile at each other. That smile 
would mean, “After all, this is not anything serious, let us continue with our 

                                                 
15 “Gadenza”  is merely an alternate spelling of “kadenza.”  
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performance. It’s all a lie.”  So their somatic impressions upon themselves and 
upon the audience do account. Let us specify the huge variety of the somatic 
examples: smiling, handshaking, which occurs repeatedly. Remember when we 
went to Zejtun there was some walking around, even in such a restricted area as in 
that wineship, Ta Ganna? Still some, they walk here and there, for a few seconds; 
they rest their hands on the staircase, just to think about what is going to be the 
first or the next stanza. There are so many movements around (Iolini 2006). 
 

While għannejja alter their language style and sing a kadenza to indicate conclusion of 

the ritual, they also smile and shake hands when all of the singers have finished as a 

physical symbol that the duel is over and everyone will be leaving on amiable terms, thus 

physically concluding the reintegration stage of Turner’s three-part ritual process. Then, 

they return to their lives with their status intact or even enhanced. 
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CHAPTER THREE: CULTURAL IDENTITY, GENDER,  

AND SEXUALITY IN SPIRTU PRONT 

 

Dichotomy of Middle East and West 

 Fsadni eloquently writes, “At its best għana is an epiphany of Divine Grace, as 

one listens and watches the għannej 'build his Subject', edifying the audience and, at least 

by implication, making statements about the central values of Maltese society as well as 

about Maltese identity. This is what draws the audience in, makes it a participant and 

creates a community”  (Fsadni 1993). Spirtu pront creates the opportunity for an observer 

to discern different sides of the brilliantly multifaceted collective identity of the 

għannejja.  

The guitar accompaniment hints at a European tradition in Malta. The instruments 

are modeled on the classical guitar that originated in Spain and became popular 

throughout Europe (Rodríguez 2009: 16, 150). The solo guitar, which is slightly smaller 

than the accompanying guitars, abides by the standard European tuning system with the 

strings tuned to the following: e a d' g' b' e². The accompanying guitars, on the other 

hand, tune all but the bass string down a minor third: e f# b e' g#' c#² (Ciantar 2000). The 

harmonies are diatonic, built on triadic chords, and follow a tonic-to-dominant pattern 

used in the Western music system to establish the key (Ciantar 2000).  

 There is a restricted repertory of għana motives that can be used in spirtu pront. 

The lead guitarist will choose one of the motives and begin improvising on it, 

establishing the key. This is very similar to the idea of the maqam – a musical mode or 

scale found in Arabic music – and the taqasim (instrumental improvisation). Like an 
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Arabic taqasim, which is played over an ostinato provided by the ensemble (Rasmussen 

2009: 478), the lead guitar improvises over the triadic chords provided by the supporting 

guitars.  

 The singing style of the għannejja also follows Arabic tradition. Similar to the 

nasal Arabic vocal timbre ghunna, the għannejja have a “very tight voice type, involving 

straining of throat muscles and controlled use of diaphragm muscles to produce a very 

loud sound” (McLeod and Herndon 1975: 87). Holding true to dichotomatic nature, 

however, this singing style has also been described both as European and as neither 

European nor Arabic (Sant Cassia 2000: 283):  

The ideal voice type is that of a high tenor. Lomax's description of Southern 
Italian singing could apply to għana: “a voice as pinched and strangulated and 
high-pitched as any in Europe. The singing expression is one of true agony, the 
throat is distended and flushed with strain, the brow knotted with a painful 
expression. Many tunes are long and highly ornamented in Oriental style”  
([Lomax]1959: 942). Yet as a nineteenth century Arab visitor noted, singing in 
Malta was distinctive in terms of style, and subject matter and influence:  
  
“ In music as in other things, the Maltese waver; they are neither like the Franks 
nor like the Arabs. Their villagers have but a few songs, and when they sing they 
strain their voices excessively, so that they shock the ear. They resemble the 
Franks in that they confine themselves to the rasd, and the Arabs in that when a 
number of them assemble to sing they use sounds which belong to one mode only, 
also in that one of them stands up to recite and the others respond. Their notables 
learn Italian melodies”  ([Cachia] 1973: 47). 

 

This dichotomy of European/Arabic identity is also found in the Maltese 

language. According to linguists Roderick Bovingdon and Angelo Dalli, “The most 

recent theory relating to the origins of the Maltese language points to a direct Sicilian-

Arabic connection”  (Bovingdon and Dalli 2006: 63). Malta suffered a series of invasions, 

largely in part because of its strategic location in the Mediterranean, which made it a 

favorable naval base. In 870 C.E., Arabs conquering Malta found a Byzantine garrison 
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already occupying the island. The conquerors, anthropologist Dudley Buxton notes, 

“came not from Africa as might have been expected but from Sicily”  (Buxton 1924: 

83).16 A later Napoleonic invasion in 1798 brought French into the language of the 

nobles. Then, in 1800, the island was taken over by Great Britain and “ formally attached 

to the British Crown in 1814”  (Ibid.: 84). Desmond Gregory writes, “Beginning, perhaps 

in 1814, all government proclamations were to be written in both English and Italian, and 

[Henry] Bathurst17 was confident that, in a few years, the English language would 

completely replace Italian as the working language of administration”  (Gregory 1996: 

198). 

Because of this series of military occupations on the island, the Maltese language 

is an interesting blend of other languages. Gregory comments, “Maltese is a Semitic 

language, closely allied to Arabic”  (Gregory 1996: 30). However, it bears the 

unmistakable influence of Romantic languages thanks to trade with Sicily, which 

required the language of commerce to be Italian (Gregory 1996: 30), and subsequent 

invasions of the French and English. This begs the question: Do the għannejja, and the 

people of Malta in general, identify themselves as European or Arab? 

Identity is further confounded by religion. Today, Malta officially recognizes 

Roman Catholicism as the national religion (Mitchell and Armstrong 2005: 180). In a 

commentary about Roman Catholic iconography in Malta depicting Turkish slaves 

Carmel Borg and Peter Mayo write in “Toward an Antiracist Agenda In Education: The 

                                                 
16 Warren T. Treadgold describes the conquerors as “Sicilian Arabs”  in his book, A 
History of the Byzantine State and Society (1997: 456). 
17 Henry Bathurst, 3rd Earl Bathurst was the Secretary of State For War and Colonies 
1812-1827 (Gregory 1996: 347-348). His dream of English replacing Italian was not 
realized until circa 1939 when it was finally used as the language of instruction in 
Lyceum and the University (Gregory 1996: 198). 
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Case of Malta,”  “Given such a racist and Islamophobic representation of the other in both 

high and popular culture, not only in Malta but throughout southern Europe…it is not 

surprising that anything associated with Islam becomes the object of repudiation in the 

Maltese psyche”  (Borg and Mayo 2007: 180). In addition to iconography, the Turks are 

also negatively portrayed in rituals. Michelle Pace writes, “Turks are portrayed as the 

‘other’ , the ‘enemy’  and the ‘bad and evil’  party in carnival rituals every year in contrast 

to the good and friendly Knights”  (Pace 2006:126). Considering the country’s official 

language is Maltese, a nationally accepted and established Semitic language, it seems odd 

that Maltese society rejects not only Islam, but Turkish and even Arabic cultures as well. 

Borg and Mayo, writing about xenophobia in the country, explain that “ [c]olumnists and 

opinion leaders often express the fear that the Arab population in Malta would grow to 

such an extent that Malta would eventually become an Islamic state and therefore lose its 

‘ identity’  in the process”  (Borg and Mayo 2007: 182). 

Conflict between Maltese nationalism and European identity again arises with the 

use of language and the position of spirtu pront. In favor of promoting tourism and 

general Europeanness, English is favored by the government and the upper classes, the 

lower classes (the ones who primarily perform spirtu pront) are often limited to Maltese 

due to lack of education, and the middle class, while able to speak both Maltese and 

English, have marginalized għana (along with the majority of the Maltese) due to its 

rowdy nature and potential violence. Among this majority, għana (or spirtu pront) 

represents a relic of more than two hundred years of Arab dominion over the island and 

the singing is considered “vulgar”  (Ciantar 2000). The following observation is 

particularly perplexing: “For certain Maltese who use English rather than Maltese (even 
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if they are native Maltese themselves), the use of Maltese language in għana led to a sort 

of 'natural' abhorrence”  (Ciantar 2000). In a country where nationalism pressed to have 

Maltese recognized as an official European Union language, this “abhorrence”  toward 

Maltese in għana seems strangely at odds with its nationalistic sentiments and yet in 

character with Islamophobia and xenophobia. 

So, what is Maltese identity? In a study of discursive practices in the 

Mediterranean, Michelle Pace writes, “ In such cases [concerning rituals, rites, and forms 

of social togetherness] relating to Maltese identity, a gap appears between the operative 

discourse and action on the one hand and what ‘ought to be said and done’  on the other 

(that is, between what the Maltese are not – Turks, Muslims, or Arabs – and what the 

Maltese are – Europeans)”  (Pace 2006: 126). Pace thus describes the Maltese as being 

European. In fact, Malta joined the European Union (EU) in 2004, fourteen years after 

submitting an application for membership.18 However, Malta takes great pride in 

independence19 and has, perhaps, compromised duplicity by negotiating the acceptance of 

Maltese as an official European Union language, which was, as Pace describes, “a crucial 

symbol for Maltese nationalism” (Pace 2006: 127). This action brought about a resolution 

or, at the very least, a compromise for members of the Labour Party who lamented a loss 

                                                 
18 While under a Nationalist government, Malta submitted a membership application to 
the European Union in 1990. The European Commission issued a favorable Opinion 
Report in 1993. When the Maltese government changed hands to the Labour Party, newly 
elected Alfred Sant froze Malta’s EU application and adopted a “step-by-step”  foreign 
policy agenda. Finally, the country was convinced it was within their national interest to 
join the Union in 1998 when the government, under Prime Minister Edward Fenech 
Adami, was awarded a five-seat majority. The application was reactivated, elections were 
held in 2003, and Malta joined the European Union in 2004 (Pace 2006: 125) – the same 
year that Fenech Adami was elected the seventh president of Malta. 
19 “Maltese identity is also reflected in the people’s traditions of struggling for 
independence and pride in independence”  (Pace 2006: 126). 
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of independence upon joining the EU. Pace writes, “The Labourites…emphasised 

Malta’s loss of independence, its loss of sovereignty and the loss of its unique language 

and identity once it joined the EU” (Ibid.: 127). 

Philip Ciantar’s article, “From the Bar to the Stage: Socio-musical Processes in 

the Maltese Spirtu Pront,”  was published four years before negotiations with the EU and 

subsequent acceptance of Maltese as an official European language. He conducted 

fieldwork for his article in 1995, during the political ping-pong of parties governing in 

Malta. In the article, Ciantar discusses Sant Cassia’s ideas for the reason għana has been 

marginalized (Ciantar 2000): “The 'sound' of għana suggests a link to an Arabic, middle-

Eastern culture. The implication is that this is a time in the nation's history which should 

be forgotten and its traces wiped out in order to preserve the official version of what 'is' 

the cultural identity of Malta: the Maltese have been Christians and Europeans for 

thousands of years”  (Sant Cassia 1989: 87). The establishment of Maltese as an official 

EU language suggests a reconciliation between a past best forgotten and a nationalism 

deeply imbedded in the roots of such a history. 

 

The Negotiations of Gender and Sexuality 

“ Il-nmara sieqa wara”  or “A woman’s foot is behind her”  is a fairly common 

Maltese proverb referring to women’s place in society. The phrase means that a woman’s 

pace is shorter than that of a man’s and that she is less important. Herndon and McLeod 

write about this commonly held view of women in Malta, “Traditionally, women are 

considered inferior to men in Maltese society. That this is the attitude and firm belief of 

men is very clear. To women, however, the situation seems to be more closely related to 
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a difference of role than to an acknowledgement of male superiority”  (McLeod and 

Herndon 1975: 81). Although the man is considered to be the head of the house and the 

one to have the most authority over decisions, often the woman makes the daily decisions 

and runs the household. Also, there is not a set division of labor between men’s work and 

women’s work. A man may do the cooking and a woman may assist her husband with 

agriculture or fishing (Ibid.: 82). 

Although spirtu pront is considered a masculine art that women generally are not 

socially permitted to perform in public, some of the għannejja initially learned it from 

their mothers. In the privacy of a courtyard, one woman may compose a verse of spirtu 

pront while washing clothes and send her child to the roof to sing it to a neighboring 

woman while she is also in her own courtyard. McLeod and Herndon write, “The 

neighbor may reply in song; more usual, however, is a reaction of anger and a like 

response through the neighbor’s children. This provides an opportunity for indirect insult; 

the children are not blamed, but they are provided with an opportunity to learn and 

practice a form they may sing later in other contexts”  (Ibid.: 91). 

If a woman performs spirtu pront in public, she is labeled a prostitute. Public 

music performances are more often held in bars, which are considered to be the realm of 

men. Tullia Magrini writes in Music and Gender: Perspectives From the Mediterranean, 

“ [W]omen partaking in what are essentially men’s songs are obliged to negotiate men’s 

spaces and at the same time to compromise their own gender identity, which becomes of 

necessity ambiguous”  (2003: 50). When a woman in Malta does something that is 

considered aberrant, she is labeled a prostitute, whether she actually is (in the European 

or American sense) or not. For example, if a bar owner dies and his widow continues to 
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run the bar, something abnormal for a woman, her status in society shifts and she is 

labeled a prostitute (McLeod and Herndon 1975: 85). Often, the girls working in bars do 

engage in prostitution, taking personal cliental in the back room.20 They usually cater 

only to Maltese men, and specific, steady patrons at that. “ It is generally thought that a 

good woman stays home after dark, while the night is the time men gather in bars and 

clubs. Thus, the woman who appears in a bar or club at night is crossing a set of subtle 

cultural divisions”  (Ibid.: 92). Because the “good woman” does not generally enter bars 

or clubs, it is a fairly safe assumption that most women who sing spirtu pront publically 

in these locations are, in fact, prostitutes. If they do not engage in prostitution, women 

who sing in these contexts are still considered deviant from the norm and can expect to be 

labeled accordingly.  

Homosexuality was legalized in Malta in 1973. Though it is considered rude for 

one għannej to blatantly call his opponent a homosexual (Joe Galea in Iolini 2006), it is 

not uncommon to see two men kissing or holding hands in a singing bar (McLeod and 

Herndon 1975: 86). The upper class in Malta may correlate singers with homosexuality, 

                                                 
20 Police in Malta recognize three types of prostitutes: bar girls, “ real”  prostitutes, and 
house girls. Bar girls and “ real”  prostitutes cater to sailors and tourists in the urban areas, 
whereas house girls cater only to Maltese men. Bar girls sell drinks in clip joints and 
make appointments to meet men on a pre-determined street corner. They take a cash 
advance when possible and usually do not keep the appointments; by European standards, 
they are not often considered actual prostitutes. “Real”  prostitutes come out around one 
o’clock in the morning and wait for men at street corners. McLeod and Herndon write, 
“They are usually young, stylish ladies who charge high prices and take their clients to 
their own apartments. They may or may not be married; if they are married, the husband 
is almost never the pimp, although he is aware of his wife’s activities”  (1975:84-85). 
Some of the “ real”  prostitutes are Maltese, but many are from other countries. Finally, 
house girls may work in a bar serving drinks, or come to the establishment regularly to 
work as prostitutes. As many of these bars are the large, front rooms of private houses, 
house girls are limited to the public areas of the house. They usually cater only to Maltese 
men and most of these girls acquire a small number of steady patrons (Ibid.: 85). 
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violence, and deviant behavior in general; they tend to look down on singers, considering 

them to be more apt to fight than the average person. “Because of the public image of the 

singers as troublemakers, they are regarded by others as unusual, different, and in some 

ways aberrant. This produces a common association in a singing bar of prostitutes, 

singers and homosexuals”  (Ibid.: 86). Due to police supervision, not much fighting 

actually takes place in singing bars, but one police officer described them as being “ like a 

landmine. It’s always possible that something could happen” (Ibid.: 86).  

Spirtu Pront is a paragon of Maltese masculinity, from its performance location to 

its very content. Most everyday sessions of the duel take place in bars or clubs. Jon P. 

Mitchell and Gary Armstrong, anthropologists and sociologists, wrote in a study on 

football and drinking in Malta: 

[The bar] is the place where…men establish and consolidate their reputations as 
‘good men’  – ragel sew – who are trustworthy, reliable and sociable. 
Conversation in the bar revolves around notions of masculinity. In particular, the 
phrase tkun ragel – ‘be a man’  – is often used, and in a variety of contexts, as a 
form of sanction against behaviour or attitudes considered un-masculine. It is 
most often used in arguments, when it is felt that someone has lost and should 
concede the fact. The implication is that to admit defeat is to be sufficiently 
resilient and sufficiently sure in one’s masculinity. The dominant – or hegemonic 
([Cornwall and Lindisfarne] 1994; [Connell] 1995) – male ideology emphasizes 
both heterosexuality and fatherhood, together with trustworthiness and reciprocal 
sociability. The latter require considerable effort and expenditure, whilst the 
former are questioned when men fail to deliver that effort and expenditure. 
Friendship in Malta is a precarious business in need of reproduction and 
reaffirmation. Offence is quickly taken at those who fail to fulfill the obligation to 
participate in the daily rounds of visiting and socializing. Those who do not live 
up to the expectations of sociability are referred to as pufta – ‘poofter’ , a 
derogatory slang for homosexual – or haxxej – ‘ fucker’  (2005: 186). 
 

Sunday mornings in Malta are considered to be the most important times for everyone to 

socialize with one another. While the bar is usually considered a space for men and 

prostitutes, women and children can sometimes be found in such a place on Sunday 
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mornings, partaking in the “most significant social occasion of the week”  (Mitchell and 

Armstrong 2005: 186). Aside from Sundays, bars and clubs are places for men to fulfill 

their social duties of visiting and reaffirming their own masculinity through drinks and 

music. As I mentioned earlier, this socialization usually occurs at night when those 

considered “good women” stay at home.  

 In addition to the setting, the għannejja’ s use of language is considered distinctly 

masculine. Għannejja primarily sing in Maltese but they can use the country’s second 

language, English, to make a point. Paul Sant Cassia writes, “English words can be 

inserted ironically to denote high status, social pretence, and ‘softness’  or frivolity (tal-

pepè), with Maltese words used to denote egalitarianism, manliness, and ‘naturalness’ ”  

(Sant-Cassia 2000: 283). Through strategic use of English and Maltese, employing a 

linguistic technique called ‘codeswitching,’  għannejja subtly imply an inversion of usual 

hierarchies, making the ‘ low’  class of the għannejja seem superior (Fsadni 1993) and 

manly.  

 Women, through their presence alone, can alter the nature of a spirtu pront 

performance, because men will then tend to avoid direct singing and instead rely on 

double entendres (doppiu sens). Herndon and McLeod write:  

In public performances only, there is a lot of tension in the air when women are 
present because it is thought that the situation could become embarrassing…Men 
are frightened by the possibility that a woman will try to sing with them; by the 
idea that a prostitute will become an avid supporter and embarrass them thereby; 
that women will understand (or misunderstand) their sexual references within the 
framework of a song (1980: 165).  
 

There is even a particular guitar melody that is used to signal the entrance of a woman 

and to remind singers that women are present (Ibid.: 164). A situation the għannejja fear 

is that women will intrude on spirtu pront. “ [The men] feel that women are generally so 
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cruel that they will try to make the insults direct. Most men feel that they would not 

survive a performance of spirtu pront in which female opponents engaged in direct insult; 

they feel that a mere man could not adequately defend himself in such a case”  (Ibid.: 

165). As a result, women’s presence at a spirtu pront session greatly limits the 

performance and causes a certain amount of tension among the performers.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSION 

 

Reflections and Hopes for the Future 

 My interest in spirtu pront was sparked by a visit to my uncle in England. While 

staying with him, I had the opportunity to finally meet his wife, Iris, who is from Malta. 

One morning, my uncle was regaling me with a tale about their latest visit to Malta when 

he mentioned “ the most god-awful music”  he had ever heard that reminded him of “a 

room full of long-tailed cats and rocking chairs.”  Iris yelled from the next room, “Oh, it’s 

not that bad!”  and came in to explain the basic concept of the song duel, spirtu pront. I 

was intrigued by the idea of song duels and of music where the intent was more about the 

words and the quick wit of the performers than the tonal quality of their singing. 

 Initially, I had hoped to spend time on the island during the summer of 2009 to 

conduct my own fieldwork. However, I was obliged to stay home and find a job, so my 

research was limited to the writings of others, and I began to regard this project as my 

stepping-stone to a future ethnography. Approaching this project, my goal was to 

introduce readers to this kernel of Maltese culture and explain the constructive purpose 

the song duel holds in their society. In its broadest sense, spirtu pront is a time to 

socialize, reaffirm manliness, and showcase one’s knowledge, wit, and creativity, while 

giving Maltese men a forum to speak their mind using allusions and innuendoes about 

topics that might, otherwise, be considered socially unacceptable or likely to lead to a real 

argument. Spirtu pront is threatened by marginalization from the upper and middle 

classes promoting tourism. It is my hope that I, and other researchers, will be able to 

capture the essence of the Maltese song duel before it fades from the culture and becomes 
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nothing more than a distant memory of a previous era. The next step beyond this project 

would be to go to Malta and conduct fieldwork – to examine where spirtu pront is in the 

confines of its marginalization and to record the voices of għannejja, both in song and 

interview.  

 

Reconciliation of Duality 

 Malta is anything but simple. Suffering a history of being caught in a political 

tug-of-war between different nations, each of which attempted to establish their identity 

for them, the Maltese people have only recently been able to shed foreign rule and 

rediscover their own sense of identity. Part of that identity appears to come as a rejection 

of, or perhaps simply a response to, being a military base to invading and conflicting 

powers for much of its history; upon achieving independence, Malta vowed to work for 

peace, particularly in the Mediterranean basin (Pace 2006: 124). 

 Perhaps working outwardly for peace – a common goal toward which all of Malta 

can work in unison – soothes or distracts the struggles of duality within the country. 

There will always be conflict as long as there are two primary opposing political parties 

within the country (Nationalist Party and Labour Party). However, conflict does not need 

to be a negative force. In fact, I believe it to be a defining characteristic of Maltese 

identity. Spirtu pront provides an excellent model of positive resolution. The music is a 

marriage of Classical Western and Arabic; the language is a union of Romantic and 

Semitic; and, the insulting words are part of a process of socialization and maintaining 

traditions. Għana provides an excellent model of the social attitudes of the country, 

providing a demonstration of conflicting natures working together to achieve a common 
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goal. Concerning the people, that goal may be peace within the Mediterranean, tourism 

within the country, good commerce and a growing economy; concerning the music, it is 

spirtu pront. 

 

Conflict as Resolution 

In many ways, the conflict that is song dueling resolves social tensions in Malta. 

While many prefer to ignore or downplay the Arabic history and influence on the 

country, spirtu pront embraces both Arab and European traditions in its performances. 

Classical guitars accompany singers with traditional western chords while the għannejja 

sing in a tight, wailing voice exuding Arab vocal influence. Rather than singing in 

English, the language promoted by the middle and upper classes to promote tourism and 

trade, they sing in Maltese – a language born of Romantic and Semitic union.  

The conflicts presented by class divisions are also resolved by spirtu pront. When 

the other classes took an interest in the tradition, trying to arrange public song duels, and 

ultimately made a parody of spirtu pront, the working class għannejja appealed to the 

government to put a stop to the display and the stage was handed back over to them. Even 

in the face of marginalization perpetuated by those upper and middle classes in favor of 

tourism, spirtu pront is still proudly performed at annual festas. Also, while the upper 

classes tend to look down on għannejja for singing in Maltese rather than English – the 

language of the educated – an effort was put forth by the country to make Maltese and 

official language of the European Union. Meanwhile, the għannejja who continue to sing 

in Maltese happily insert English words for emphasis into their improvised verses – 

sometimes to mimic the other classes – and use their song to elevate themselves above all 
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classes. Despite the jocular arguments and self-promotion of għannejja and the wariness 

of other classes, spirtu pront, whether performed publicly at a festa or in the quiet, is a 

Maltese tradition and is regarded as such. Class issues are resolved by the simple 

awareness that regardless of education or social station, they are all Maltese.  

 In addition to broad social tensions, more localized concerns can be solved 

through spirtu pront. When għannejja are not performing (and sometimes even when 

they are), they are men like everyone else and just as susceptible to disagreements and 

outright arguments. Spirtu pront gives them a forum to obliquely mention these outside 

quarrels and the strict rules of the duel serve to keep tensions from escalating. The very 

nature of the kadenza – to remind one another that no harm was meant by the words 

traded – and the ritual handshake at the end restore peace and bring outside 

disagreements to a close right along with the duel. Spirtu pront is a time for socialization 

rather than true arguing. The duel builds and enhances social bonds between men, giving 

them an opportunity to be men and to behave as men. 

 

Conflict as a Positive Force 

Although conflict is widely seen as a negative force – a clashing of opinions or 

wills – in the case of spirtu pront, disagreement and opposition are used positively, as 

conflict is the very nature of any sort of duel, including song duels. Within the framework 

of proper spirtu pront, insults are not blatant and are usually given genially as a form of 

playful banter. The complex rules of spirtu pront keep għannejja from directly insulting 

one another and starting a vendetta between families. The duel is a method of 

socialization for Maltese men and a way to reaffirm their masculinity among one another. 
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Also, it is an art form that allows for creative expression and provides a forum for men to 

speak their minds on subjects that might, otherwise, have been socially unacceptable to 

bring up in casual conversation. One of the more unique aspects of spirtu pront is the 

concept of ‘winners’  and ‘ losers’  or, rather, the lack of such a concept. The għannejja 

who display their superiority in song dueling gain respect from within the spirtu pront 

community. Meanwhile, those who ‘ lose’  the duel are considered manly for admitting 

defeat. In essence, there really is no loser, thus spirtu pront provides a win-win scenario.  

Perhaps most importantly, spirtu pront perpetuates tradition in a country that is 

quickly marginalizing the old ways and embracing modern Western ideas in favor of 

tourism and acceptance among the rest of Europe. Or, perhaps the more important result 

of spirtu pront lies in the opinions of the għannejja and dilettanti, men largely from the 

working class, who truly appreciate the knowledge and skill required to successfully 

perform the song duel which, in their eyes, elevates them to a level above the higher 

classes. After all, to paraphrase an għannej: one can learn to become anything, “but you 

must be born an għannej”  (Fsadni 1993).  
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

 
 
Figure 1.Malta.21  Note Buskett, the only wooded area on the island, marked by a green 
square. This is where festas were held during which upper-class folklorists arranged 
parodies of spirtu pront.22 

                                                 
21 Geography: Merriam-Webster’s Atlas, “Malta,”  Merriam-Webster Online, 2001, 
http://www.merriam-webster.com/cgi-bin/nytmaps.pl?malta, (accessed October 19, 
2010). 
22 This is discussed in Chapter One.  
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Figure 2.  Malta in the Mediterranean.23 

                                                 
23 Mappery, “Mediterranean Map: Near Athens,”  April 2009, 

http://mappery.com/Mediterranean-Map, (accessed October 19, 2010). 
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APPENDIX 

 
Spirtu pront excerpt from a recording at Ta Ganna wineshop in Zejtun, Malta, 2001. 
English translation by Robert Iolini: 
 
If this place is too noisy for you 
Let’s go outside and sing 
Maybe then you it will be possible 
To appreciate it more 
 
You know I’ve had words with you 
If your mother wants to join in 
Then rest assured 
That I'll have a few words with her too 
 
Go away and don't get hot under the collar 
Because we are speaking the truth 
Let’s have this discussion in a friendly manner 
So that we can both feel good 
 
Just think of it when you're singing with her 
Because I'm watching you 
If you get offended 
Then you can pay since you're such a gentlemen 
 
Fishermen sleep early 
This is the word that will betray you 
If these words make you feel uncomfortable 
Then goodbye to you 
 
If you won’ t shake hands with me 
Then you're not a gentleman 
So therefore 
I'll say ciao to you 
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The following excerpts come from a single session of spirtu pront in a bar at Fgura (a 
southern Maltese village) in 1994. Each of the four għannejja are singing introductory 
quatrains. The excerpts and translations are provided by Philip Ciantar (2000). Note the 
8-7-8-7 syllabic patterns in the Maltese transcriptions.  

 
Ghannej A    

W ahn'ghax ta' Ganni gewwa Malta   
bija ghamiltu plejtu kbir.   
Illum gabuni fil-Fgura   
u l-bierah kont ix-Xandir 

(And) because we (Ganni's) are here in Malta   
you made a great fuss because of my presence   
Today they brought me to Fgura   
(and) yesterday I was at the radio station 

 
Ghannej B    

Da' d-delizzju dimonju tieghi   
Ghalkemm ghalih noqghod attent.   
U ghax dal-ghodu ghamilhieli   
U gieghelni nikser il-gurament 

This personal evil pastime   
although I'm on the lookout for it.   
(And) its fault that I'm here this morning   
(and) it compelled me to break my oath 

 
Ghannej C 

'k tkun hafna t'affari tieghek   
ma' l-udjenza kemm tkun stmat.   
Jiena gejt m'habba persuna   
ghax mieghu hafna obbligat 

If you are reliable   
You'll be highly esteemed by the audience   
I came here because of a person   
(because) towards him I feel very much obliged 

 
Ghannej D 

U se nkanta l-ewwel ghanja   
u mall-hbieb tieghi ma noqghodx lura   
Ara din tieghi - soltu, dejjem   
li nhar ta' Hadd nitla' gol-Fgura 

(And) I'm going to sing my first ghanja   
(and) with my friends I don't hold back   
It is commonplace for me   
that on Sundays I come to Fgura 

 
 
 
 
The next excerpt is an example of the beginning of a kadenza in spirtu pront. Here, the 
għannej addresses his fellow għannejja in jest as well as communicating his admiration 
for them.  

 
Ghannej A 

Jien se nibdielkom il-kadenza   
Nispera ma ttawluhiex.   
`Il ghaliex, ghanja inqas,   
biex ikla ma nitlifhiex.   
 
Hbieb tieghi hawn jien gejtilkom   
u talli dak nirringrazzjakom   
Darb'ohra nerga' nigikom   
u hbieb tieghi nammirakom   

I will start for you the kadenza   
I hope you will not extend it   
Because with one less ghanja   
I won't miss my lunch. 
   
My friends, here I came as you wished   
and for this I thank you   
Next time I come again   
(and), my friends, I admire you 
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